Hi Y’All, thanks for putting this on! My name is Casey Duncan and I’m currently a PhD candidate in geology at University of Utah and focusing on clastic stratigraphy & diagenesis. I’m in search of postdoc positions in clastic (alluvial/fluvial) stratigraphy, Mars sedimentology and diagenesis especially with Earth analog fieldwork components, and/or furthering integration of drones in sedimentology.

Hi, my name is Celeste Cunningham. I’m currently completing my PhD at the University of Ottawa, Canada, and am pursuing a postdoc in planetary sedimentology

Hello, I’m Dr Chris Howells FGS. I work on in the energy sector but am a process-based Sedimentologist. I a key role in NAfrica, I got to know a group using the Sahara desert as an a analogy for what may have happened to the climate of Mars. I have always maintained an interest in this. You can find me on LinkedIn. Later life professional

Hi, I’m Claire Mondro. PhD Candidate at University of Tennessee studying alluvial fans on Earth and Mars. Will likely be looking for a post doc position within a year but also just looking to make connections in the community, expand my network, and learn from others.

Introduction: Hi all, I'm Dan Mason. I'm currently a PhD student at the University of New Mexico, with a research focus broadly on Martian sedimentology and geomorphology, and specifically on the mechanics behind recurring slope lineae. Happy to be here!

Hello I'm David Ricardo Pedreros-Bastidas, I'm doing my PhD at Imperial College London, working with deep marine deposits, looking forward to be part of this community :)

Intro: Murray Felsher mostly retired -- (Formerly) President, Associated Technical Consultants, performing satellite remote sensing to specific federal agencies; Publisher/Editor, Washington Remote Sensing Letter; Chief, Geological and Energy Applications, NASA Hqtrs; Senior Staff Geologist, EPA Hqtrs, SEPM Technical Program Chairman, 1977 Annual Meeting; Associate Director, Council on Education in the Geological Sciences, American Geological Institute; Geology Department Faculty, Syracuse University; Post-Doc under Gerry Middleton, MacMaster University; Ph.D. under Bob Folk, UTexas.

John Tudek @West Virginia Geological Survey  jtudek@wvgs.wvnet.edu

Kathie Marsaglia, Cal State Northridge, co-Editor Journal of Sedimentary Research, Research interests in Martian sedimentary petrology

I'm Kathy Benison.  I am a sed. geologist and professor at West Virginia University.  I study chemical sediments, brines, water-rock interactions, and astrobiology. I am member of Mars 2020 science team (and I am trying to pay attention to both this meeting and a Mars 2020 science meeting at the same time right now).

Mackenzie Day; Assistant Professor at UCLA; Seeking PhD student for Earth/Mars field heavy project on aeolian dunes; contact daym@epss.ucla.edu!
Michael Velbel, Michigan State & Smithsonian: How common are tangential delta foresets, and what controls angular vs. tangential lower contacts?

Mogammad Hendricks. PhD student at the University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, South Africa. I am very keen to be involved in anything sedimentology-related especially extraterrestrial sedimentology. My research focus is based on sediment routing system analysis and high-resolution sequence stratigraphy. I am very excited for this group, rather late than never!

Hi! My name is Molly Smith, I graduated from Florida Atlantic University with my PhD in Geosciences in August 2020 (dissertation was using machine learning to predict grain size and sand composition from imagery). I am currently in Boca Raton, Florida working in environmental consulting. I am looking for opportunities to work for/with NASA (change of career) or planetary sedimentary remote sensing research. Please reach me any time at 954-856-6217 or mesmithphd@gmail.com

Morgan Lewis, PhD student with Dr. Chris Fedo at the University of Tennessee Knoxville. Contact: mlewis59@vols.utk.edu

Norman Rosen, retired. Science Fiction fan!

Prof. Ralph Milliken, Brown University, planetary science enthusiast

Rene Jonk, sedimentologist/stratigrapher currently working in oil & gas, but with a hobby in cool geology from outer worlds..!

Sebastian Kaempfe, PhDc @ Virginia Tech, Sedimentary Systems Research Group, doing research in the Cretaceous Magallanes Basin, looking connections for future collaborations

Hi All! I'm Tim Goudge (prouns: he/him), an Assistant Professor at the University of Texas at Austin. I will *probably* be looking for a graduate student in this upcoming application cycle (to start Fall 2022). Feel free to reach out if interested - tgoudge@jsg.utexas.edu. Thanks!

My name is Zach Williams, I'm an undergraduate geology senior at the University of Oklahoma, seeking graduate school opportunities, my contact info: zwilliams@ou.edu.